
 

 

CHAINBAR OILS (ISO 100 – 220) 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Chainbar Oils are made from a blend of high quality base stocks and selected additives to ensure 
optimum performance and long life lubrication of chains and their sprockets.  
 
Chainbar Oils contain tackifiers to resist “throw-off” ensuring that a continuous wear, reducing adhesive, 
lubricating film is kept on the chain mechanisms and maintaining maximum benefit of the anti-wear and 
anti-corrosion additives systems.   
 
The fluidity of Chainbar Oils ensures that they are ideally suited for manual application or for units fitted 
with automatic oilers.  Chainbar Oils exhibit excellent penetration of chain links. 
 
Hi-Tec suggests that the equipment manufacturers’ recommendations for grade, performance 
requirements and general operating conditions should be checked prior to use. 
 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES 
Property    ASTM Method   Results 
Item code (HI8-)  -    2816  2819  2820 
ISO Grade   -   100  150  220 
Appearance   Visual   Amber  Amber   Amber 
Density Kg/Lt @ 15oC  D1298   0.894  0.897  0.901 
Viscosity cSt @ 100oC  D445   11.8  15.5  20 
  @ 40oC  D445   100  150  220 
Viscosity Index   D2270   107  106  105 
Flash Point COC,oC  D92   >200  >200  >200 
 
Available in: Bulk, 1000 Litres, 200 Litres, 20 Litres, 4 Litres and 1 Litre. 
 
“Hi-Tec Oil Traders Pty Ltd (Hi-Tec Oils) has endeavoured to ensure that all information, representations and specifications 
contained in this product data sheet are accurate at the time of publication.  This general information should be used in 
conjunction with appropriate inquiries by users of the product including consultation with the vehicle or equipment manufacturers 
published information. 
  
It is the responsibility of users of the product to use the product safely.  Users should consult the safety data sheets for each 
product at www.hi-tecoils.com.au.  Hi-Tec Oils takes no responsibility for injury or damage if the product is used in an 
inappropriate or unsafe manner. 
  
Our product warranty and product quality statement can be viewed at www.hi-tecoils.com.au”  
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